Dear reader,

June 2023 – Newsletter “Research in Germany”

Get updates about research career options and funding opportunities in Germany, making the country one of the leading cycling nations these days. Find out all you need to know about cycling in Germany in this interactive infographic so that you can travel as safely as possible and enjoy your ride!

Whether as a means of transport to work, for leisure or for holiday touring, cycling is more popular than ever in Germany, with the government’s Future Research and Innovation Strategy, it wants to strengthen Germany’s innovative and economic strength while at the same time addressing the major social and global challenges of our time.

In this edition:

- Applications can be submitted at any time.
- The closing date for applications depends on the applicant’s country of origin.
- The closing dates for applications differ from country to country. Upcoming calls and events will be announced in upcoming newsletters. You can now also be found on our website. Find out what the new service in future, as the daily English-language news portal for up-to-date information from science and research policy – “Wissenschaft in real time: the German Informationsdienst Wissenschaft on Research in Germany website

- New service: English-language news from idw. Science news

- PhD opportunity! Thanks to the recent relaunch, the PhDGermany database offers improved features: filter by field of study, time.

- Living in Germany

- The content of this newsletter is copyright-protected. All rights reserved. The full or partial reproduction of images without prior permission by the DAAD is prohibited.

- Help us become even better by taking part in our survey and group discussion via video conference!

- Technical information: The Informational Services of the Federation of German Research Organisations (Forschungsverbünde) is the authorized representative of the Executive Committee of the German Research Community (Deutscher Forschungsrat, DFG). The Technical Information Services of the DFG is an independent establishment under the Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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